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Hacking the Code: ASP.NET Web Application SecuritySyngress Publishing, 2004
This unique book walks you through the many threats to your web application code, from managing and authorizing users and encrypting private data to filtering user input and securing XML. For every defined threat, it provides a menu of solutions and coding considerations. And, it offers coding examples and a set of security policies for each of...
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Degunking LinuxParaglyph, 2005
Linux has grown in popularity and is increasingly being adopted by home users and others who laud this nearly un-crashable, free operating system. But setting up a Linux OS can be tricky and time consuming. And managing a Linux system can be even more difficult if you don't have the right knowledge. Degunking Linux expertly shows readers...
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iPhoto '11: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals) (English and English Edition)Pogue Press, 2011

	In case you haven’t heard, the digital camera market is exploding. At this point,
	a staggering 98 percent of cameras sold are digital cameras. It’s taken a few
	decades—the underlying technology used in most digital cameras was invented
	in 1969—but film photography has been reduced to a niche activity.

...
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Grid Integration of Electric Vehicles in Open Electricity MarketsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Presenting the policy drivers, benefits and challenges for grid integration of electric vehicles (EVs) in the open electricity market environment, this book provides a comprehensive overview of existing electricity markets and demonstrates how EVs are integrated into these different markets and power systems. Unlike other texts, this book...
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IS Management Handbook, 8th EditionAuerbach Publications, 2003
The first few years of the new millennium have been a challenging time for the information technology (IT) manager. The initial economic euphoria that greeted the successful completion of Y2K projects worldwide was quickly followed by a dramatic shakedown within U.S.-based industries most closely related to the growth of the Internet. Today,...
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termcap & terminfo (O'Reilly Nutshell)O'Reilly, 1988

	
		While termcap and terminfo are no longer as important as they once were, due to the growth of the X terminal market and increased standardization among ASCII terminals, handling different terminal types can still be a headache for system administrators. The termcap and terminfo databases are UNIX's solution to the difficulty of...
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Wireless Networks For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Cut the wires and stay connected almost anywhere
Assess your network needs, set up security, and take your office on the road     

At last—liberation from that office full of electronic spaghetti is only a few pages away! This fun and friendly guide shows you how to plan and set up a wireless network for your business, install...
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Architecting Portal Solutions: Applications Development (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
This IBM Redbook is focused on architecting and building WebSphere Portal Server-based Dynamic Workplaces. It addresses the needs of SWG Architects, Business Partners, and customers for building skills in architecting solutions by identifying themes that can be applied across multiple SWG Industry Solutions. This includes using e-business...
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The BIOS Companion: The book that doesn't come with your motherboard!BookSurge Publishing, 2004
The instructions that turn a PC into a useful machine come in three stages, starting with application programs, which are loaded by an operating system, which in turn is loaded by a bootstrap loader in the BIOS (the Basic Input/Output System). There are several in a PC, a good example being the one on the video card that controls the interface...
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Website Scraping with Python: Using BeautifulSoup and ScrapyApress, 2018

	Closely examine website scraping and data processing: the technique of extracting data from websites in a format suitable for further analysis. You'll review which tools to use, and compare their features and efficiency. Focusing on BeautifulSoup4 and Scrapy, this concise, focused book highlights common problems and suggests...
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Pharmacy InformaticsCRC Press, 2009

	Applies the Principles of Informatics to the Pharmacy Profession

	Emphasizes Evidence-Based Practice and Quality Improvement Approaches


	Leading the way in the integration of information technology with healthcare, Pharmacy Informatics reflects some of the rapid changes that have developed in...
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A Practical Guide to Trusted ComputingIBM Press, 2008
Use Trusted Computing to Make PCs Safer, More Secure, and More Reliable 
 

Every year, computer security threats become more severe. Software alone can no longer adequately defend against them: what’s needed is secure hardware. The Trusted Platform Module (TPM) makes...
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